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Beginning Drupal (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	A thorough introduction that lessens the learning curve to building sites with Drupal 7


	Drupal 7 is the latest version of the free, open source content management system Drupal. A powerful content management system and framework Drupal has an unfortunate reputation of having a steep learning curve. This guide to Drupal 7...
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Cluster Analysis for Data Mining and System IdentificationBirkhauser, 2007

	Data clustering is a common technique for statistical data analysis, which is used in many fields, including machine learning, data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis and bioinformatics. Clustering is the classification of similar objects into different groups, or more precisely, the partitioning of a data set into subsets...
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Pro Windows Phone App Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Windows Phone, updated in Windows Phone 7.5, presents an exciting opportunity for developers to

	build and monetize mobile applications. It represents a major new investment into mobile computing

	by Microsoft, and in many ways is a major break from the past. To build applications for Windows

	Phone, it is important to understand its...
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Disruption by Design: How to Create Products that Disrupt and then Dominate MarketsApress, 2014

	From Eli Whitney to Henry Ford to Ray Kroc to Steve Jobs, market disruptors have reaped the benefits, including fame and fortune. But do you have to be that rare genius whose unique skills can literally change the world? No. Disrupting a market is a discipline that can be learned. Disruption by Design—a handbook for...
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Mastering Sublime TextPackt Publishing, 2013

	When it comes to cross-platform text and source code editing, Sublime Text has few rivals. This book will teach you all its great features and help you develop and publish plugins. A brilliantly inclusive guide.


	Overview

	
		Discover efficient, keyboard-driven text editing
	
		Recognize the latest...
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Asset Attack Vectors: Building Effective Vulnerability Management Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2018

	
		Build an effective vulnerability management strategy to protect your organization’s assets, applications, and data.

	Today’s network environments are dynamic, requiring multiple defenses to mitigate vulnerabilities and stop data breaches. In the modern enterprise, everything connected to the network is a...
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The Transparency Edge: How Credibility Can Make or Break You in BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In The Transparency Edge, leadership expert Barbara Pagano  demonstrates that a clear and open business policy is a powerful management  tool. Backed by exclusive research of thousands of executives at Fortune 500  companies, this comprehensive guide to what-you-see-is-what-you-get leadership  shows you how to practice a transparent...
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Digital Photography: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2006
Digital Photography: The Missing Manual helps you to take beautiful digital pictures --  of your baby, your trip to Paris, your new pet iguana--and then share the stunning results with your friends and family. Spiked with the advice and humor that are trademarks of the Missing Manual series, this book shows you how to:

Master your...
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Autonomous Robotic Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 1998
This book constitutes the presentations made at the Advanced Research Workshop on Autonomous Robotic Systems, which was held at the University of Coimbra, Portugal, June 1997. The aim of the meeting was to bring together leading researchers in the area of autonomous systems for mobility and manipulation, and the aim of this book is to share the...
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Koha 3 Library Management SystemPackt Publishing, 2010

	Koha is the first full-featured open source library management system that is widely used for efficiently managing libraries. However, setting up and maintaining Koha is no walk in the park. It is not as straightforward as setting up the other popular LAMP applications.


	This practical guide provides all the essential information...
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Frommer's China (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2012

	Frommer's China guides you to the highlights of this vast and varied land, and includes our authors' insider advice on the best experiences, from hiking through some of the most spectacular scenery on the planet to visiting traditional imperial sights.

	
		Our expert authors, longtime residents in and...
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Hacking del.icio.usJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
I wrote this book with tinkerers in mind—that is to say, tinkerers of various levels of familiarity with del.icio.us in particular and Web development skill in general.Whether you’re just getting on your way to being a power user at del.icio.us, or whether you’re a hardcore Web development guru who’s running your own...
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